EMG activity in hyoid muscles during pig suckling
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Thexton AJ, Crompton AW, German RZ. EMG activity in hyoid muscles during pig suckling. J Appl Physiol 112: 1512–1519, 2012. First published February 16, 2012; doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.00450.2011.—Infant suckling is a complex behavior that includes cycles of rhythmic sucking as well as intermittent swallowing. This behavior has three cycle types: 1) suck cycles, when milk is obtained from the teat and moved posteriorly into the valleculae in the oropharynx; 2) suck-swallow cycles, which include both a rhythmic suck and a pharyngeal swallow, where milk is moved out of the valleculae, past the larynx, and into the esophagus; and 3) postswallow suck cycles, immediately following the suck-swallow cycles. Because muscles controlling these behaviors are active in all three types of cycles, we tested the hypothesis that different patterns of electromyographic (EMG) activity in the mylohyoid, hyoglossus, stylohyoid, and thyrohyoid muscles of the pig characterized each cycle type. Anterior mylohyoid EMG activity occurred regularly in every cycle and was used as a cycle marker. Thyrohyoid activity, indicating the pharyngeal swallow, was immediately preceded by increased stylohyoid and hyoglossus activity; it divided the suck-swallow cycle into two phases. Timed from the onset of the suck-swallow cycle, the first phase had a relatively fixed duration while the duration of the second phase, timed from the thyrohyoid, varied directly with cycle duration. In short-duration cycles, the second phase could have a zero duration so that thyrohyoid activity extended into the postswallow cycle. In such cycles, all swallowing activity that occurred after the thyrohyoid EMG and was associated with bolus passage through the pharynx fell into the postswallow cycle. These data suggest that while the activity of some muscles, innervated by trigeminal and cervical plexus nerves, may be time locked to the cycle onset in swallowing, the cycle period itself is not. The postswallow cycle consequently contains variable amounts of pharyngeal swallowing EMG activity. The results exemplify the complexity of the relationship between rhythmic sucking and the swallow.

In the pig, suckling consists of two different motor activities (13, 42). First, there are continuing cyclical oral movements that transport milk from the teat through the oral cavity, so that it accumulates in the valleculae/oropharynx, before any swallow. Individual cycles of this type are called “sucks” even though the behavior includes more than the simple acquisition of milk from the teat. Second, swallowing occurs as an intermittent activity (commonly after 1–4 suck cycles) in which the accumulated milk is emptied from the valleculae into the esophagus; this activity approximates to the second or pharyngeal stage of the human swallow. The pharyngeal swallow is likely to be an expression of activity in central pattern generating circuits (18) although it is frequently referred to as a “reflex.” It can be elicited as a motor response of limited variability following specific sensory triggers, particularly fluid accumulation in the valleculae (13, 32, 37, 41). In the conscious suckling animal, the pharyngeal swallow always appears as an additional event occurring within what is otherwise a suck cycle.

There is a kernel of electromyographic (EMG) activity that characterizes the pharyngeal swallow, whether it occurs as an isolated reflex in a decerebrate animal (41) or as a component of ongoing cyclical oral activity (13, 43). While some aspects of the pattern of EMG activity of the pharyngeal swallow change when it occurs in the context of rhythmic oral activity, i.e., in suck/swallow cycles, the relative timings of the EMG activities in hyoglossus, stylohyoid, and thyrohyoid (utilized in this study) are unchanged (13, 43).

The timing of all individual cycle types can be separately defined by the onset of mylohyoid EMG activity (16, 30, 48, 52). Swallowing cycles are usually longer than preceding suck, lick, or lap cycles, presumably because of the addition, within the cycle, of the components of EMG activity that represent the pharyngeal swallow (20, 34, 45).

In the intact piglet, the duration of the pharyngeal swallow, defined as the time taken for a bolus of milk to pass from the valleculae to the esophagus, approaches the duration of a single suck cycle (4). However, the movement of the bolus out of the valleculae starts about halfway through the associated suck-swallow cycle (42). This suggests that components of the swallowing process extend into the immediate postswallow cycle as also suggested by Newman et al. (35) for the human infant. Because of this, an analysis of the characteristics of the different sucking cycles needed to include the additional category of “immediate postswallow cycle.” Although the patterns of EMG activity, during sucking and drinking, have previously been investigated in intact animals (23, 42, 44), no statistically valid comparisons have been made among the EMG activities recorded from different muscles in suck, suck/swallow, and immediate postswallow cycles.

The aim of this study was to test the hypothesis that each of the three cycle types had identifiable characteristics with respect to cycle duration, to intracycle timing of EMG activity, or to EMG amplitude. However, EMG records from conventional intramuscular bipolar wire electrodes represent a small sample of the overall activity generated in a large pool of motor units, not all of which necessarily subserve the same motor function. The envelope of electrical activity, recorded by a single electrode, consequently cannot be uncritically accepted as an indicator of the activity of the muscle as a whole. Thus it is possible for a single named muscle to have significantly different EMG patterns for different functions (26, 41, 46, 50). This implies that at least dual electrodes are required in each muscle to record representative activity reliably; this procedure has been adopted in the current study.
Furthermore, we wished to examine the exact temporal relationship of the pharyngeal swallow to the suck-swallow cycle within which it was generated, to test the assumption that there was a fixed phase relationship of the pharyngeal swallow to the cycle period in which it occurred (42). The alternative hypothesis was that swallows were inserted into individual suck-swallow cycles with variable timing as suggested by a rabbit study (48). The possibility of variable timing of the pharyngeal swallow is of interest because, although variable delay of some swallows has been considered to be part of normal variation in adult humans (27, 29), delayed pharyngeal swallow onset in children is reported to be associated with dysphagia, with penetration of the larynx, and with tracheal aspiration (24). In the context of rhythmic suckling, potential variations in swallow timing are best assessed statistically from large data samples using EMG markers for swallowing and for rhythmic intraoral transport.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and surgical procedures. All experiments that generated data for this paper were approved by the Harvard University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) (23–05) and used previously described procedures (13, 40, 41, 43). Videoradiographic and EMG data were collected in a series of feeding sessions using seven infant minipigs between 20 and 30 days of age (preweaning). Under general anesthesia (2–5% isoflurane in oxygen administered by face mask) and aseptic conditions, the supra- and infrahyoid muscles were exposed via a midline submandibular incision and individually identified in accordance with an atlas of pig anatomy (36). Bipolar wire electrodes were implanted into the hyoglossus (close to its origin on the hyoid), into the stylohyoid, and into thyrohyoid in duplicate, as previously described (41, 42). Patch electrodes (28) were sewn, in triplicate, onto the surface of the mylohyoid muscle at varying anteroposterior positions along a line halfway between the midline and the mandibular attachment of the muscle, i.e., neither overlying the geniohyoid nor close to the anterior digastric (13). In all cases, each of the multiple bipolar electrodes was located in or on each muscle so as to be laterally displaced from their neighboring electrodes, relative to the long axes of the muscle fibers. All electrodes were preconnected to a microconnector; the electrode wires were led out through the midline incision. The microconnectors were then attached to a short cable with a standard 25-pin D-connector. While still under anesthesia, this cable and the microconnectors were enclosed in a Vetwrap bandage around the thorax and throat to prevent the animals from rubbing the connectors directly against anything. After the surgical procedures and postoperative medication, the animals were left to recover for a minimum of 4 h before food was offered and any swallows were recorded. Animals were alert, standing, and indicating they were hungry 2–3 h postsurgery.

The experimental period lasted 2–3 days after which the animals were killed following IACUC standards. A postmortem was then performed to confirm the position and state of the electrodes.

Experimental feeding methodology and data recording. From their time of arrival at the Harvard University vivarium, animals were fed infant pig formula from a standard baby bottle, fitted with a special pig nipple (Nasco, Fort Atkinson, WI). The bottle was fixed at the end wall of a narrow Plexiglas box that housed the animal. Purely as a check on the oral behaviors, the movements of suckling (suck cycles interspersed with suck/swallow and postswallow cycles) and the movements of the bolus containing barium were also recorded in the lateral (sagittal) plane, using digital videoradiography (Siemens Tritoros 150G3 cineangiographic apparatus with a Sony DCR-VX1000 digital video camera).

The cable from the electrodes was attached directly to an MA-300 EMG System (Motion Lab Systems). EMG signals from the selected muscles were amplified (×400–10,000) using with a bandpass of 20 Hz to 2 kHz plus a 60-Hz notch filter. The EMG signals were then recorded on a TEAC RD-145T digital data recorder together with the synchronization signals from the X-ray apparatus; an overall digitization rate of 6 kHz was used.

Recording protocol. EMG data were recorded while the pig suckled milk containing barium, from a bottle with a veterinary teat. The subsequent procedure for data selection was based on the EMG records being free of artifacts and obvious noise; the later stages of irregular feeding, when the animal was approaching satiation, were excluded. The methods used to record and to carry out the initial processing of EMG activity, detailed below, were identical to those previously used to record swelling activity in suckling pigs (13, 41, 42).

Data analysis. Previous experience with bipolar wire electrodes (1-mm bare tips separated by 2 mm) has indicated that the detection of EMG signals is restricted to a small volume of each muscle (41). The amplified and bandpass filtered EMG activities were processed by rectification and 10 ms constant time reset integration (42) followed, if necessary, by computation of a statistically defined noise threshold that allowed background activity to be rejected (39). These processes were combined in a computer program that also presented a display of the quantified EMG signals and allowed sections of the data to be indexed for further analysis. This indexing defined individual cycles using the onset of anterior mylohyoid EMG activity as the marker for the timing of successive rhythmic oral cycles (16, 30, 48, 52). The sample in this study included the activity in a total of 1,615 cycles from seven animals.

This first step divided up the processed EMG data into individual cycles of activity that had varying durations and varying peak amplitudes. In the first stage of statistical analysis, the cycle durations (to the nearest 10 ms because of reset integration) and the peak EMG amplitudes (recorded by each electrode in each cycle) were stored as unscaled data. In the second stage of analysis (described in detail below), the data were further processed to arrive at median cycle profiles. In a third stage (also described in detail below), the timing of peak thyrohyoid activity was determined within each suck/swallow cycle.

Cycles were differentiated into suck and suck/swallow cycles on the basis of the amplitude of the thyrohyoid EMG activity. This was confirmed by examining the precisely synchronized fluoroscopic films in which sucks and swallows were easily differentiated by the movement of milk containing barium. The difficulty of using purely kinematic data to determine the timing of the swallow, or any other oropharyngeal event, was that, with videoradiography at 30 frames/s, individual data points represented events only every 33.3 ms, and only a limited number of the recorded frames would be available in true lateral projection because of animal behavior. In contrast, the EMG data were recorded at 6 kHz, and, even after subsequent reset integration, the time units were only 10 ms in duration. All of these data were independent of head position or movement. The finer time gradient of the EMG data permitted a more detailed analysis with higher temporal resolution than was possible with the kinematic data.

The thyrohyoid muscle is recognized as important for laryngeal elevation in swallowing, and EMG activity in this muscle has previously been found to be an indicator of the pharyngeal component of the swallow (10, 30, 31, 38). Cycles containing the onset of high-amplitude thyrohyoid EMG activity were consequently classed as suck/swallow cycles with, in each case, the immediately following cycle designated a “postswallow” cycle. Cycles without obvious thyrohyoid activity (in which milk was transferred and accumulated in the valleculae) (13) were classed as suck cycles.

In the first stage of analysis, these unscaled EMG data were used to define anterior mylohyoid EMG onsets and so determine the cycle durations; the peak amplitudes of EMG activity were then determined.
in the individual muscles within each cycle. These data were then processed to obtain average cycle durations and median cyclical peak EMG amplitudes for the named muscles, quite separately from the data processing in the second stage of analysis.

The second stage of analysis required the data to be both amplitude and time scaled to extract common phase-related events. Because the dominant effect on signal amplitude detected by intramuscular wire electrodes is the distance of the electrode from the nearest active muscle fiber (1, 8), amplitudes were equalized across all electrodes and across all cycles by normalizing the peak amplitudes detected by each electrode in each cycle and scaling all other values proportionately. The cycle durations in all indexed segments of data were also normalized. This process produced, for each electrode, cycles of EMG activity, each of which had an identical peak amplitude of 100 units and a cycle duration of 100 units (41, 42).

In this study, two consecutive suck cycles were processed together for ease of comparison as were pairs of consecutive suck/swallow and postswallow cycles. The data matrix for each muscle was summarized for each animal by finding the median (50th percentile) level of activity separately in each of the corresponding 100 time bins of the cycles in the analysis period (or 200 bins in the case of 2 consecutive or doublet cycles).

To visualize the major amplitude differences between the three cycle types, two separate patterns of activity were compared. The first pattern was generated from the median profiles of the EMG activity of sets of two successive suck cycles processed as doublets. The second was generated from the median profiles of doublets consisting of a suck/swallow cycle and the immediate postswallow cycle. The peak activities in both doublets were scaled respectively to the previously calculated median amplitudes for suck and for swallow cycles obtained from the amplitudes of the unscaled EMG data recorded by the same electrode (see first stage of analysis).

Because the amplitudes of the EMG signals detected by each electrode were highly dependent upon the proximity of the nearest active muscle fibers, the raw EMG amplitudes in different cycle types could only be reliably compared on an individual electrode basis. This meant that comparisons across muscles and across animals could only be made using an internal scaling function for the activities recorded by each electrode. The reference measure chosen was the median of the cyclical peak EMG amplitudes detected by the same electrode in pure sucking cycles, which were the most numerous cycles. The medians of the cyclical peak EMG amplitudes in suck-swallow cycles and in the postswallow cycles recorded from the same electrode were then expressed relative to the median amplitude in the suck cycles. These ratio data were log transformed so that the median of the peak amplitudes of the suck cycles had an amplitude of 100 units and a cycle duration of 100 units (41, 42). Because the EMG activities from all electrode sites were individually scaled relative to their specific suck cycle reference levels, the process allowed comparisons across muscles and across animals to be made between the EMG activities recorded by different electrodes.

The absolute time relationship between thyrohyoid EMG activity (as an indicator of the pharyngeal swallow) and mylohyoid activity (as an indicator of the beginning and end of the suck/swallow cycle) was obtained by dividing the interval between the onset of the successive mylohyoid bursts into two phases with respect to the peak of thyrohyoid EMG activity.

Data analysis. Several statistical analyses were used for different portions of the data. The differences in cycle durations were tested using a mixed-model ANOVA with cycle type as a fixed factor and animal as a random factor. Differences in scaled peak amplitude were also tested using a mixed-model ANOVA, with cycle type and muscle as fixed factors, and animal as a random factor.

Peak thyrohyoid activity divided suck-swallow cycles into two phases. To examine the relationship between the duration of each of the two phases and the total length of that cycle, we plotted phase length against the total length of the parent cycle. A linear regression line was then fitted to the data of each phase. The slope coefficients (Pearson) from each animal were determined separately for each animal. A slope not significantly different from zero indicated that the phase length was constant and independent of cycle length. A significant, nonzero coefficient indicated that slope varied as a function of cycle length. In all cases, we used $P < 0.05$ as the level of significance.

RESULTS

EMG signals recorded from the electrodes in the mylohyoid, hyoglossus, stylohyoid, and thyrohyoid muscles allowed individual sucking cycles and the associated swallowing events to be identified. Cycles without significant thyrohyoid activity were identified as suck cycles and those with significant thyrohyoid activity were identified as suck/swallow cycles (Fig. 1). The cycle immediately following an identified suck/swallow cycle was classed as a postswallow cycle, as explained in the Introduction. This overall cycle classification was confirmed in representative periods of suckling by referring to videoradiographic recordings obtained simultaneously with the EMG data.

Fig. 1. Electromyographic (EMG) activity in 4 hyoid related muscles during suckling on an artificial teat. The onset of each burst of mylohyoid EMG (vertical dotted lines), recorded from an anterior mylohyoid site, was used as the marker for each suckling cycle. Swallow cycles were identified by thyrohyoid activity, and confirmed on synchronous videofluorography.
Thyrohyoid activity, which marked each swallow, usually peaked in the interval between mylohyoid bursts, i.e., within the cycles defined by mylohyoid activity (Fig. 1). However, particularly in the case of short-duration cycles, the peak of thyrohyoid activity could be attained at the start of the following cycle, i.e., in the immediate postswallow cycle (Fig. 2).

Across all the animals in the study, the mean duration of the suck cycles preceding a swallow was 240.3 ms (SD=40.0; n = 864; range 130–480 ms), the mean of the immediate postswallow cycles was 239.2 ms (SD=47.5; n = 363; range 110–360 ms) and of swallow cycles was 262.6 ms (SD=48.4; n = 388; range 140–490 ms). These durations of pure suck and of postswallow cycles did not differ from each other (P = 0.290), but both were shorter than the suck-swallow cycles (P < 0.001). The relative durations of each cycle type did, however, vary among the animals (P < 0.001), and individual suck-swallow cycles could be longer than the immediately preceding suck cycles by anything from 0 to 70 ms.

The number of suck cycles preceding each suck-swallow cycle also varied among the animals. In four animals, each suck-swallow was preceded by two to seven cycles, but, in two animals, each suck-swallow cycle was often preceded by only one suck cycle. In one animal, swallowing periodically occurred in a series of suck/swallow and postswallow cycles with no intervening pure suck cycles.

Comparisons between the different amplitude signals recorded by different electrodes in different cycle types was made possible by scaling their EMG activities to the medians of the amplitudes of the EMG peaks in pure suck cycles (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). Scaled EMG activity was of greatest amplitude in each muscle during suck-swallow cycles (P < 0.001; Fig. 3). The difference between scaled EMG amplitude in pure suck and in postswallow cycles was not significant (P = 0.95) except in the case of the thyrohyoid muscle (P < 0.001). In that case, a significant difference arose because the high-amplitude, swallow-related, burst of EMG activity of the thyrohyoid frequently extended into the postswallow cycle and, periodically, only reached its peak amplitude within that postswallow cycle.

Two separate patterns of EMG activity were recorded from the mylohyoid during swallowing. The first, in anterior mylohyoid, was a simple repetition of the activity recorded during sucking (Fig. 4, A and B). The second pattern was a higher amplitude, and slightly delayed signal seen only in swallowing (Fig. 4C); it was found more frequently at posterior mylohyoid sites. Although there was variation with cycle type, no variation with electrode site was found in the thyrohyoid or stylohyoid muscles. In the restricted region near the hyoid attachment of hyoglossus, some temporal variation in hyoglossus EMG activity was found, but no systematic differences in signal with electrode site were evident. The processed thyrohyoid EMG activity in a suck-swallow cycle had a simple single peaked form. The timings of these bursts of thyrohyoid activity did not initially appear to have a fixed proportional relationship to the cycle defined by mylohyoid EMG activity (Fig. 2). However, when adequate numbers (over 20) of suck/swallow cycles were divided into two phases defined by the peak of the thyrohyoid activity, a clearer pattern emerged. The duration of the first phase, extending from the onset of mylohyoid during swallowing. The duration of the period from the peak of thyrohyoid activity to the onset of the next mylohyoid burst was a direct and linear function of cycle duration (P < 0.001) (Fig. 5A and Table 1). When peak stylohyoid activity was used to divide up the suck/swallow cycle, there was again an early,
relatively stable duration phase and a later, clearly labile phase that reflected cycle duration, i.e., the relationship between the phase durations and cycle duration echoed that obtained with thyrohyoid division of the same cycles in the same animal (Fig. 5, A and B).

In only one animal was there sufficient amplitude of the stylohyoid EMG during suck cycles to permit reliable division of those cycles into two phases and so allow an analysis similar to that of the suck-swallow cycles. In the data from 70 suck cycles, the regression line for the first phase had a low slope (0.16; \( r^2 = 0.06, P = 0.62 \)) while the second phase had a steep slope (0.84; \( r^2 = 0.65, P < 0.001 \)).

**DISCUSSION**

Traditionally, the swallow has been treated as an independent self-standing reflex event (6, 32) although it is increasingly being considered in its normal biological context of continuing oral activity both in humans (3, 5, 47) and in animals (20, 30, 45). The current study first used regularly occurring events in the cyclical EMG activities of suckling to define three different cycle types. Second, the study proceeded with particular reference to variation in the pattern of EMG activity in the two cycle types (suck-swallow and postswallow) that were closely associated with pharyngeal swallows.

**Differences in duration and EMG pattern among three cycle types.** The durations of both suck and postswallow cycles were similar (240 ms), whereas the suck-swallow cycle durations were, on average, 22 ms longer. Similarly, the amplitudes of the scaled EMG activities (see MATERIALS AND METHODS) in suck-swallow cycles were always of higher amplitude than in either the suck or the postswallow cycles (Fig. 3). Thyrohyoid EMG activity deviated from this pattern, particularly when the suck-swallow cycle duration was shorter than the interval between mylohyoid and thyrohyoid activity. In that case, the thyrohyoid burst extended into the following postswallow cycle, and this artificially inflated the calculated values for the amplitude of EMG activity arising in that cycle (Fig. 3). Because thyrohyoid activity is a marker for the early part of the pharyngeal swallow (12, 16), if the suck-swallow cycle is short, the later components of the pharyngeal swallow must extend into the following postswallow cycle. Consequently, the postswallow cycle is not wholly equivalent to a pure suck cycle despite the other similarities referred to above.

The clear differences among EMG signals recorded at different sites on the mylohyoid muscle during suck-swallow cycles (Fig. 4, A–C) suggested functional compartmentalization and/or different task units (7) within the mylohyoid, as in other oral muscles (26, 46, 50). EMG activity in the mylohyoid has traditionally been, and continues to be considered, a marker of the pharyngeal swallow (6, 19, 21, 22) although earlier EMG studies in humans using intramuscular electrodes (25, 33, 51) have described mylohyoid EMG activity as occurring in cyclical oral activity, independent of any swallowing, as well as in association with swallowing. In this study, anterior mylohyoid EMG activity signaled the onset of a cycle of oral activity irrespective of the cycle type, as is true in other nonprimate species (16, 48, 52).

In the posterior mylohyoid, the presence of the higher-amplitude delayed EMG activity during suck-swallow cycles suggested that additional sets of motor units were recruited that were specific to these cycles. Separate functional subgroups of mylohyoid fibers, specifically activated in a swallow, exist in both the decerebrate pig (41) and the intact rabbit (31). The differences in activation pattern between anterior and posterior mylohyoid may also be linked to biomechanical differences. The anterior mylohyoid fibers end in the midline raphe while the more vertically oriented posterior fibers attach to the hyoid and have the potential to be more involved in hyolaryngeal elevation during swallowing (31, 49).

**Temporal relationship between rhythmic oral activity and the pharyngeal swallow.** The relationship between the pharyngeal swallows and the cycles of oral activity into which the swallows are inserted is complex (13, 43) and incompletely understood. The earlier assumption was that the pharyngeal swallow was inserted in the slow opening phase of a cycle of movement (17, 34, 45), at a specific locus. However, a rabbit study (48) has implied that the pharyngeal swallow can be inserted into cycles of oral movement at different temporal loci. Similarly, if one looks at only a limited number of cycles from our data, the high-amplitude burst of thyrohyoid EMG
activity can appear to have been randomly timed within the cycle defined by the mylohyoid EMG bursts (Fig. 2). However, when a large number of suck-swallow cycles was considered and each suck-swallow cycle was divided into two phases by peak thyrohyoid EMG (Fig. 5A) or stylohyoid (Fig. 5B) activity, there was clear evidence that, on average, the early phase of the cycle was stable in duration while the later phase had a duration that was linearly related to cycle duration. In each phase, there was also an additional random timing component that could have had methodological or unrecognized biological origins.

The above description of a two-phase division of the suck-swallow cycle is similar to the limited data presented in this paper on suck cycle division and also to the general characteristics of other rhythmic movements in mammals. The central pattern generators that produce several different rhythmic reciprocating mammalian movements, such as locomotion or scratching, characteristically have the same two main phases, one of which has a relatively stable duration while the other changes as a function of (or dominates) cycle duration (15). This asymmetry in cycle generation exists even in the absence of sensory feedback (9, 14).

Relationship of pharyngeal swallow to timing of postswallow cycle. The early phase of suck-swallow cycles, timed from mylohyoid onset (Fig. 5) to thyrohyoid peak, had a relatively constant duration. This supported the earlier proposition that the pharyngeal swallow had a fixed time relationship to the onset of suck-swallow cycles but, in contrast, the relationship of that marker to the termination of the suck-swallow cycle was highly variable. If the suck-swallow cycle ended before thyrohyoid activity had peaked, that cycle could contain only the swallow-related hyoglossal, stylohyoid, omohyoid, and posterior mylohyoid EMG activities that precede the thyrohyoid peak (13, 41). In such a case, the postswallow cycle contained the components of the pharyngeal swallow that followed thyrohyoid activity, primarily genioglossus, geniohyoid, inferior pharyngeal constrictor, cricothyroid, sternothyroid, and sternohyoid activity (13, 41). Conversely, longer-duration suck-swallow cycles contained more or all of that activity. This situation has major implications for studies attempting to extract the average cyclical pattern of EMG activity from a series of swallow-related cycles. It is essential to take account of what activities are contained within, or excluded from, the time frame of each of those cycles.

The data support the view that the changing relationship between the sequential components (13, 43) of the pharyngeal swallows and the ends of suck-swallow cycles is primarily a function of the changing duration of the rhythmic oral cycle. It is known that the durations of all cycles gradually increase over the medium term (over roughly 30–50 s of continuous suckling), which may well reflect central or peripheral aspects of fatigue. Within that longer trend, there are also successive 3- to 5-s subsections, each of which contains about three to five swallows and starts with a temporary decrease in cycle duration followed by a relatively rapid increase (11). In the infant pig, the biological significance of such changes in cycle durations for the efficient performance of swallowing is uncertain but, in humans, shortening the duration of drinking cycles is associated with reduced hyoid excursion and reduced swallowed volume (2). If a similar mechanism operated in the infant pig, then the rapid suckling at the start of a feeding session would be associated with a limitation on volume per swallow while the converse would apply subsequently as the suckling rate fell. One could speculate that such a mechanism would limit and stabilize the liquid load on the pharynx over wide ranges of suckling frequencies.

In conclusion, anterior mylohyoid EMG activity was a marker for the start of individual cycles in pig suckling. The longer duration of suck-swallow cycles, compared with pure suck or with immediate postswallow cycles, may be explained by 10.220.33.1 on April 30, 2017 http://jap.physiology.org/ Downloaded from
by the insertion of components of the pharyngeal swallow into the cycle.

The amplitudes of EMG activity in hyoglossus, stylohyoid, posterior mylohyoid, and particularly in thyrohyoid were greater in suck-swallow cycles. The timing of peak thyrohyoid activity was stable relative to the anterior mylohyoid activity at the onset of suck-swallow cycles. Conversely, the delay between the thyrohyoid peak and the anterior mylohyoid activity marking the onset of the following cycle was a linear function of suck-swallow cycle duration. Preliminary evidence was found for similar stable and labile phase divisions in suck cycles.

As suck-swallow cycles became shorter, the stable latency thyrohyoid activity occupied a relatively later position in that cycle and could extend into the postswallow cycle. In this situation, all components of the pharyngeal swallow occurring after the thyrohyoid burst were either partly or wholly contained within the postswallow cycle.
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